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ABSTRACT
Serious games and especially their use in healthcare applications are an active and rapidly growing area of research.
A key aspect of games in rehabilitation is 3D input. In
this paper we present our implementation of a full body
motion capture (MoCap) system, which, together with a
biosignal acquisition device, has been integrated in a game
engine. Furthermore, a workflow has been established that
enables the use of acquired skeletal data for serious games in
a medical environment. Finally, a serious game has been implemented, targeting rehabilitation of patients with chronic
pain of the lower back and neck, a group that has previously
been neglected by serious games. The focus of this work is
on the full body MoCap system and its integration with
biosignal devices and the game engine. A short overview of
the application and prelimiary results are provided.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: User
Interfaces—Input devices and strategies; J.3 [Computer
Applications]: Life and Medical Sciences—Health, Medical
information systems; I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: ThreeDimensional Graphics and Realism —Animation, Virtual
Reality
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Serious games in motor-rehabilitation have become an active research area within the last couple of years. They
have been used to assist therapy following stroke, traumatic
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brain- and spinal cord injury and in other areas. Also the
focus of the therapy is very diverse, such as upper limb rehabilitation [3], balance rehabilitation [2] or rehabilitation of
specific body-parts like wrists [5]. The reason why serious
games are in many cases a useful addition to conventional
therapy, lies in some key concepts that are shared among
the different applications [9]. These concepts are repetition,
feedback and motivation and will be discussed below.
Input devices are a significant part of serious game systems in motor rehabilitation. During conventional occupational or physical therapy, a therapist is guiding the patient
in his relearning process and corrects errors in his movement
patterns. In serious games, however, the system/game has
to give this feedback to the patient. Impairments and disabilities following stroke, traumatic brain injury or chronic
pain include motor deficits like deterioration of the general
condition or decreased quality of movement patterns and
muscle coordination. Therefore, acquiring the full body motion data of the patient is the key, if rehabiliation is not only
targeting a specific body part.
However, muscle activity not always results in visible motions and therefore, it is difficult to track using conventional
MoCap devices. Furthermore, it has been shown that technology supported feedback with biosignals, muscular activity in particular, is a suitable tool to reduce disabilities of
patients with chronic musculoskeletal pain [30].
Based on these ideas, we have built a system providing
full body interaction for serious games. Our contributions
are:
• Development of our own flexible, affordable full body
MoCap system and adaptation of the used algorithms
to the requirements of serious games in rehabilitation,
especially in the field of chronic pain rehabilitation.
• Integration of a biosignal acquisition device for the assessment of muscle activity.
• A workflow that enables us to use the acquired data
for serious games in a medical environment.
• Implementation of a serious game targeting rehabilitation of patients with chronic pain of the lower back
and neck.
A picture of our system can be seen in figure 1. Serious
games can assist conventional rehabilitation therapy in multiple ways, but the key concepts repetition, feedback and
motivation remain the same. Repeated execution of movements is an important factor for motor learning and the associated cortical changes. However, practice has to be linked

Figure 1: Our MoCap setup and serious game with
magnifications of an iotracker-camera and the TMSI
Mobi biosignal acquisition device.

to (incremental) success in a task in order to be effective [23].
Also neurophysiological evidence shows that “skilled movements” - as opposed to blind repetition of simple movements
- are crucial to the success of motor learning [9].
However, due to the repetitive nature of the tasks, patients
are likely to lose motivation and might not even finish their
treatment program [19]. Here, serious games offer the chance
to engage or distract the patient.
The third important factor for patients in rehabilitation
is feedback on the way they perform and the results of their
exercise. From literature we know that feedback learning
curves are higher when subjects have knowledge of performance (KP) compared to subjects who have knowledge of
results (KR). Combining KP and KR is even more powerful [23]. Thus patients should get feedback on how they
perform during and directly after the end of the exercise.
Feedback based on knowledge of performance will also motivate the patient to reach the goal.
From the discussion above we can derive the following requirements for input devices used in serious games in rehabilitation: (1) Movements of the patient have to be tracked
in a stable and reliable way. (2) In order to correctly capture and evaluate “skilled movements” multiple degrees of
freedom have to be recognized. (3) In order to provide KP
to the patient, the system has to provide feedback in realtime. (4) For KR accurate measurements are required in
order to make recorded data comparable between patients
and therapy sessions.
Our motion capture system targets these requirements
and additionally provides tools and a workflow that makes
it easy-to-use, yet flexible in its use with different patients.

2.

RELATED WORK

Our system touches many fields including serious games in
rehabilitation and their design [3, 19], full body interaction
in conventional games [5, 14], MoCap systems [29], skele-

ton calibration [11, 22] and tracking [10, 25] and biofeedback
devices and their use in rehabilitation [30]. It is therefore
beyond the scope of this paper to relate to all of them in
detail. Instead we give a brief overview of work in these
different areas.
Serious Games in Motor Rehabilitation: Specific
requirements and design principles apply to serious games
in motor rehabilitation [3, 19]. One crucial aspect, is the
configurability to the patients’ abilities. While almost all
the serious game systems offer options for adjustment of
game parameters like difficulty, speed and number of repetition [2, 3, 5, 13], options for adaptability of the input devices
are often limited. In our game, configurability has been emphasized and all parameters measured by MoCap and biosignals can be adapted in addition to in game parameters.
Game Input:
Various input devices have been used
to provide input to serious games in rehabilitation: from
technology available in commercial gaming systems [5], to
specialized input devices like a pressure mat [2], to webcams [3] and more sophisticated technologies like data gloves
and magnetic tracking [13]. The trend for the input in conventional, as well as, serious games goes towards full body
interaction. Microsoft’s Kinect [14] tracks the player’s whole
body and integrates this body state information into the
game. Using Primesense’s camera/depth sensor and associated middleware like FAAST [26] full body interaction will
also soon be possible for some applications of serious games
in rehabilitation. Due to its technological limitation, however, it lacks accuracy required for a more detailed data
analysis in medical applications.
Full Body MoCap Systems: As determined by our requirements introduced in the previous section skilled movements have to be tracked and therefore full body MoCap
is required. Full body MoCap, in this context, is defined
as capturing the user’s body in a way that allows for the
reconstruction of six degrees of freedom (DOF) for every
bone in a simplified skeleton model, which is available in a
complete kinematic chain. Marker based optical full body
MoCap (e.g. [29]) has become a de facto standard capture
technology in the movie and entertainment industry in the
previous 10 years. Thereby, one or more actors wearing motion suits with retro reflective markers attached to them, are
tracked by a number of cameras. All motions are computed
in real time (with millimeter accuracy) and are available for
further processing e.g. recording, analyzing, motion transfer to a virtual character and more. However, these have
not been used as input to serious games due to numerous
reasons like cost, inflexibility and complexity of operation,
which are issues we are targeting with our system. Of course,
systems using other tracking technologies like markerless optical tracking or magnetic tracking exist. However, they do
not achieve the same accuracy as marker based solutions
and are therefore neglected in this discussion.
Skeleton Calibration and Tracking: Current commercially available full body MoCap systems rely on a predefined skeleton model with a small number of markers, which
have fixed positions on the tracked subjects. This reduces
the flexibility of adaptation to different patients and use for
applications only needing input from part of the body.
Several methods have been proposed for the automatic
calculation of a skeleton model from motion capture data.
Often, they rely on the calculation of the center of rotation
between bones defined in their position and rotation by three

or more optical markers [4, 22, 25] or magnetic tracking [15].
In these approaches using two adjacent bones with six DOF
the joint positions are calculated using a least squares fit.
However, these methods require many markers or (inaccurate) magnetic tracking (with one sensor attached to each
bone). The method, described in [11], suggests using a computationally more expensive algorithm, which requires less
markers. Details on how we have improved the latter to be
more robust and reliable can be found in section 4.
Skeleton tracking or fitting [25] describes the process of
adapting the position and the joint rotations of the skeleton
model in a way so it fits the recorded data. Little information is published on the intrinsic functionality of skeleton
tracking in commercially available full body MoCap systems.
Some algorithms, like the global skeleton fitting described
in [25], rely on the identity of the markers to be known.
However, this is a constraint, which for reasons of stability,
we don’t want to depend on.
In an alternative approach, as used in [22] a rigid clique
(or body) is placed on each bone-segment. These cliques,
consisting of three or more markers with fixed distances,
can be used to derive position and orientation of the bone.
As described in [10] these can also be trained dynamically.
However, it depends on the markers to be fixated on rigid
structures and four markers per bone, limiting applicability.
Biofeedback in Rehabilitation:
In recent years
biofeedback has become increasingly important as a non
classical user interface. Especially in medical applications
where users’ biosignals are of vital importance various sensors have been integrated and used for feedback to patients
and medical personnel [30]. In serious games, however, they
have been mainly used to measure engagement and excitement [24]. Furthermore, collecting data as a side product of
a serious game might help to increase efficiency and applicability of existing technology.
Workflow in existing Serious Game Systems in Rehabilitation: Most serious game systems in rehabilitation
have not evolved above prototype stadium and tests with a
few patients or healthy subjects. Therefore, often a closed
workflow is missing, which should reach from (1) calibration
of input to (2) configuration of the game to (3) gameplay
to (4) patient feedback and finally (5) medical evaluations.
One system, which has been established in many clinics and
studies, is RehaCom [20]. It provides such a workflow. However, it is limited to cognitive rehabilitation and standard
input devices (mouse/joystick). In our system we have established such a workflow, which should enhance efficiency
throughout the evaluation process.

3.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Our setup comprises of an infrared optical tracking system, a biosignal acquisition device and a number of software
components performing different tasks in the MoCap and
data processing pipeline and a serious game.

3.1

Hardware Setup

The tracker used for our motion capture system is an iotracker [17, 18], which is a passive marker based infrared
optical motion tracking system. It was primarily built for
collaborative virtual reality and augmented reality applications, but is also well suited for motion capture. Commodity
hardware is used to minimize the cost and calculations are
performed on PC workstations, while no additional camera

Figure 2: Visualization of the workflow in our system.
electronics is required. Iotracker cameras are shutter synchronized and stream digital video to the tracking workstation at an update rate of 60 Hz. To make (only) the passive markers visible in the camera images the cameras are
equipped with infrared strobe lights and optical band pass
filters. The application “iotracker server” calculates the 3D
positions from camera images. Measurements indicate low
latency (20−40ms), minimal jitter (RMS less than 0.05mm),
submillimeter location resolution and an absolute accuracy
of ±0.5cm. For a more detailed description of the marker
tracking performance please refer to [18].
We have integrated two biosignal acquisition devices into
our system (TMSI Mobi [27] and Gtec g.MOBIlab [7]). Both
biosignal devices have a number of sensors including electroencephalography (EEG), electrocardiogram (ECG), electromyography (EMG), galvanic skin response (GSR), respiration and others. For our purposes in chronic pain rehabilitation we are primarily using EMG, while other sensors
would be easy to activate.

3.2

Workflow

In order to successfully use a MoCap system for serious
games in rehabilitation, it is important to have a workflow
that can be handled by people without a technical background (i.e. therapists). An overview of the workflow can be
seen in figure 2. The main steps are (1) skeleton calibration
(2) skeleton/marker tracking (3) motion data transformation (4) game configuration (5) game play (6) feedback and
evaluation. The numbers in figure 2 indicate these steps.
Before the games session can be started the patient has to

be equipped with the necessary sensors. In case of chronic
pain rehabilitation, this includes the markers for MoCap
(placed on a motion suit similar to the one shown in figure 1) as-well-as electrodes for EMG.
In the first step a skeleton model has to be generated and
adapted for each new patient. Using a separate tool, the
“skeleton calibration assistant” (figure 3), from the marker
positions alone, a skeleton model is calibrated fully automatically as described in section 4. To execute the algorithm the
user has to perform some initial calibration movements often referred to as the “Gym motion” [8, 25]. The criterion
of a successful calibration is that the user moves the joints
of interest to their full extent for about 15-20 seconds. For
practical use with patients, the skeleton calibration assistant shows movement sequences, which have proven to work
well. However, no restrictions are imposed on the Gym motion except that it has to start in the T-Pose [6].
Out of the skeleton models generated from the sequences,
the assistant automatically selects the best for further processing; however, the therapist is able to override this selection manually. The evaluation of the skeleton is based on the
joint optimization cost of a skeleton. Finally, the choice of a
skeleton is acknowledged and is automatically labeled with
bone names by comparison with a predefined template. This
is important in order to map the joint angles to the avatar in
the game. The labeled skeleton is then handed to the tracking software and the calibration assistant is being closed.
The MoCap module of the iotracker loads the skeleton and
starts the MoCap process waiting for the games to connect.
The skeleton tracking module, responsible for fitting the
skeleton to the 3D positions of the markers in each frame,
is integrated within the iotracker server. It is described in
more detail in section 5. The module loads the skeleton
model file and fits it to the tracking data. The product of
this step are angles for all joints of the skeleton model plus
the position and orientation of the skeleton in 3D space. We
consider this to be the “raw” MoCap data.
For further use of input data often specific information has
to be retrieved (e.g. positions of specific limbs, movement
velocities, filtered EMG data). To transform and extract
this data from the raw data produced by the iotracker server
and the biosignal acquisition devices described in section
3.1, we are using an additional software layer. For this layer
OpenTracker [21] is used, which is a multi modal data flow
framework and connects the input devices and provides a
common interface to the game engine. Within OpenTracker
we can easily manipulate and extract data from the “raw”
tracking data provided by the iotracker. In addition, we
can filter and preprocess data that are read from the biosignal acquisition device. Examples for extracted data used
in the serious game described in section 7 include (1) walking speed, which is calculated from the stridelength inferred
from the heel-positions and the time stamps contained in
the data-packages, (2) reaching height, which is calculated
from the position of a hand, (3) turning velocity of the head,
which is calculated from the rotation of the neck-joint and
the time stamps, (4) root mean square of the high pass filtered EMG data and others.
In addition to live manipulation of the data, OpenTracker
is also used to write measured “raw” and extracted data to
files for later evaluation by the therapist.
Finally, the preprocessed input data is sent to Unity3D
[28]. Unity3D is a game engine and editor with a rapidly

growing user base. We implemented a network interface to
connect it to OpenTracker/iotracker (using TCP sockets and
XML messages). Therefore, the games can be run on machines other than the tracking PC. Integration of the game
engine is described in section 6. When a patient first logs
on to the game, a profile is created. The game can be configured individually to each patient’s needs by calibrating
goals and baselines. This is meant to measure (calibrate)
the player’s physical vantage point in the various exercises
and use this information to set the difficulty of the game.
Then the therapist or patient can select the mini game,
which should be played. After he has finished the configured tasks the game returns to an overview scene, where the
patient can take a look at his game achievements. If the configured settings don’t provide the right amount of challenge
(e.g. the patient makes faster progress than expected), the
therapist can adjust them easily for the next session. Following each games session the therapist and patient take a
look at the data stored in the patient’s profile to determine
the progress and issues that have to be worked on.

4.

SKELETON CALIBRATION

In order for the game setup to easily and quickly adapt
to different patients we have implemented the skeleton calibration assistant (figure 3), which automatically generates
an approximated skeleton model. There is no need to take
measurements by hand or place markers on precisely predefined positions, which are both time consuming matters.
Our studies showed, that the joint positions are being measured accurately enough to use the movement data in medical evaluation assessing a patient’s progress throughout therapy (e.g. range of motion of the head in whiplash patients)
Furthermore, the skeleton model can be generated for an
arbitrary structure connected by rotational joints. In the
context of rehabilitation this means that we can easily create
skeleton models of body parts of interest by placing markers
only there and running the algorithm. Thus, skeleton models for generic motion capture input, i.e. new rehabilitation
exercises in a serious game, can easily be generated.
The applied algorithms follow the general approach described in [11]. However, several improvements were made,
especially to make skeleton calibration more robust when
using imperfect tracking data. Furthermore, mechanisms allow for more flexible marker placement and increased speed
of the calibration calculations.
First, data is recorded by the tracker during calibration
sequences and processed in the following main steps:
Step 1: Marker labeling (assigning the markers
ids). Passive markers in an infrared optical tracking system cannot be uniquely identified per se. The skeleton calibration, however, is depending on the markers being unambiguously labeled during the whole sequence. Therefore,
in a first step double exponential smoothing [12] is used to
predict the label of a marker in the next frame(s) instead
of the linear prediction used by [11]. During longer occlusions this method is not always sufficient. In a second step
we are therefore using a method similar to [11] to match
labeled sequences of markers with the support of spectral
clustering.
Step 2: Marker clustering (group markers on a
bone). The assumption for the clustering is, that the distance between markers situated on one bone does change
only very little. Instead of spectral clustering as suggested

Figure 3: Skeleton calibration assistant: GUI and
skeleton visualization (left), magnification of Gym
motion instruction (right)

by [11], we are using Kmeans++ clustering [1], which for
many of our data sets performed better. Kmeans++ takes
into account the different spatial distribution of points in
clusters of different sizes (e.g. in our application markers on
the chest are further apart then markers on a forearm).
Step 3: Joint position calculation. Assuming that
the joints are approximately rotational joints, the markers
of two bones connected to a joint should ideally stay in the
same distance to the joint during all frames (see Figure 4).
As suggested in [25] and [11] this is formulated as a least
square fit problem and optimized.
Step 4: Computation of skeleton parameters. Once
the joint positions are calculated for every frame, the offsets between markers and joints can be calculated and averaged after removing outliers using a variation of RANSAC.
These offsets can then be used in skeleton tracking to identify markers and correctly position bones and joints in the
marker point cloud. Figure 4 shows a visualization of the
skeleton calibration results.
Skeleton calibration is an offline procedure during which
skeleton models are calculated sequentially from one or multiple calibration sequences. Due to the offline nature of this
processing step, sophisticated algorithms such as non linear
optimization or spectral clustering can be used. However,
the MoCap process itself is performed in real time.
To improve robustness of the labeling, in addition to the
basic algorithm described in [11], we are using the results of
the second step (clustering). We have defined and minimized
an intra cluster distance variation value in order to reduce
negative influence of tracking errors (e.g. ”ghost markers”).
Also marker identification after occlusions is improved.
In the third step, before joint positions are calculated for
all frames the skeleton structure has to be determined. This
is done by taking a limited amount of about 20 frames and
computing the joint positions/cost between all possible combinations of bones. The combinations with the lowest cost
are then interpreted as the actual joints. Since non linear
optimization, such as nonlinear conjugate gradient method
depend very much on good initialization values, we are using the results of these sample calculations to speed up the
calculation on all frames as a further improvement to [11].
Other smaller improvements have been made to improve
performance of the calibration algorithm, which are beyond
the scope of this publication.

5.

SKELETON TRACKING

The initial idea of our skeleton tracking algorithm is based
on the standard iotracker model fitting algorithm described

Figure 4: Visualization of the joint position optimization problem (left), Visual representation of a
parameterized skeleton overlay with a video image
(right).
in [18]. In order to be able to track human body posture
without the need to attach a unique rigid body target to every limb, several extensions were made. Using the skeleton
calibration assistant described in the previous section, we
are able to reconstruct a subject specific full body kinematic
constraint model from a pre recorded sequence of marker
positions. This kinematic model is stored as a hierarchical
chain of rigid bones, connected by rotational joints. Every bone is associated with one or more optical markers,
the position of which relative to the bone remains static.
The full parameterization of the skeleton model (body posture) is thus given by the set of all joint angles plus the
6 DOF transformation of the kinematic tree (usually the
upper torso). During the calibration procedure our tools
automatically identify the upper torso (or any other bone of
choice) and label it as the root bone.
Our extended skeleton model fitting algorithm is best described as a multiple pass approach:
Step 1: Prediction of the expected body posture.
In the event that no previous body pose estimates exist,
which is the case upon first run or re-initialization after a
loss of tracking, we use a generic body posture (a standing
pose or T-pose) as prediction. Otherwise, we use predictive
forward kinematics to compute the expected body posture
from the last known pose.
Step 2: Rigid body model fitting, generation of
a classification tree. For every limb with two or more
rigidly attached optical markers, we perform an independent full rigid body model fitting, comprising of the complexity reduction step and maximum clique graph search, as
described in [18]. However, instead of immediately deciding on a unique solution, as we would do when searching for
“regular” rigid body targets, we store all “reasonably similar”
solutions (i.e. whose model alignment error lies below a certain threshold) as hypotheses in a classification tree. Besides
distances of markers on the same bone also distance constraints of markers on adjacent bones are considered. Using
extended distance lookup tables we iteratively inspect the
distance relationships between markers on adjacent bones
to improve marker labeling accuracy.
Step 3: Classification tree pruning. Based on the
skeleton model, we perform a pair wise examination of all
adjacent limbs. We prune branches (i.e. hypotheses) of the
classification tree that do not meet the kinematic constraints
(within a certain threshold) or deviate from the expected
posture (as determined in step 1). For this purpose, we use

the distance lookup tables described in [18].
Step 4: Filling in missing information. In the event
that occlusions prevent parts of the inner kinematic chain
(e.g. upper arm or thigh) from being unambiguously reconstructed, but the end effector pose (hands, feet) is known, we
attempt solving for middle joint pose by an iterative inverse
kinematics approach . Step 3 is repeated until all ambiguities are resolved.
Step 5: Posture estimation. We select the highest
scoring hypothesis from the classification tree and label all
visible optical markers. Based on the uniquely labeled optical marker set, we iteratively compute the full skeleton
parameterization (using forward kinematics) with the goal
of minimizing the model alignment error.
The output of the skeleton tracking step is the body posture as described above for every frame and so-called “points
of interest” (POIs). A POI is a specific position defined
within the skeleton model. They can be defined relatively
to a joint while being located on a bone. POIs can define
positions on the skeleton that have a special relevance for
(medical) application (e.g. heel position for gait analysis
or a point on the upper position of the shoulder to detect
shoulder elevation)

6.

INTERFACING THE GAME ENGINE

Interfaces between game engines and our motion capture
system have been implemented for Unity3D [28], as well as
(in reduced form) Ogre3D [16] in an earlier prototype. Here
only Unity3D will be discussed.
Network communication (TCP sockets) is used to exchange data between OpenTracker and Unity3D. Furthermore, the same XML protocol as with the iotracker is applied and therefore the game can circumvent OpenTracker
if only the unmodified motion capture data is needed. For
Unity3D multiple scripts are handling network communication, parsing and the internal representation of the data.
During an initial phase Unity3D receives structural information of the skeleton and generates the joint composition
of the body being monitored. After this is complete, the
rotation for a specific joint can be updated independently
from the others. On the in game side, the initial body posture of an avatar is created and remembered. The joints
that are used during the movement are then mapped directly onto the values placed on the avatar puppet within
the game world. This way, assuming that the joint structure remains the same, we can apply the movements to any
avatar/3d-model within the game world.

7.

A SERIOUS GAME FOR PAIN REHABILITATION

Finally, we want to introduce the prototype of a serious
game that has been implemented to make use of our motion
capture system. It is intended to assist rehabilitation of
patients with chronic pain of the lower back and the neck
and preliminary tests with a limited number of patients have
been conducted.
An overview of the mini games, their medical rationale,
therapy goals and used MoCap data is listed in table 1.
To achieve these therapy goals three separate mini games
have been developed. They are embedded within an adventure setting, linking the games with a common story line.
In that story the player arrives with his ship at a deserted

Figure 5: Our MoCap system and two of the mini
games during the preliminary testing. “Face of
Chronos” (left), “Three Wind Gods” (right).

island and discovers the remains of an ancient civilization.
Pictures of test users playing the mini games can be seen
in figure 5. All mini games provide the patient with visual
and textual feedback on his performance during gameplay,
thus giving KP. Furthermore, the player is motivated by
collectable items and additional parts of the story.
The ship is the base of the patient. While on the ship,
the game can be configured individually to each patient’s
needs and abilities by calibrating goals and baselines for the
mini games. Furthermore, the patient may view his progress
in the game or have a look at the patient’s profile. Thus,
feedback is provided to the patients not only during the mini
games (KP), but also after such games sessions (KR).

8.

PRELIMINARY RESULTS

Evaluation Design: Preliminary tests have been conducted to assess the MoCap system, the workflow and the
game. While some quantitative measures have been taken,
we have concentrated on evaluating the usability using qualitative measurements. The evaluation was conducted by
experts in movement science from Roessingh Research and
Development (RRD). In total three male pain subjects (age
23-60) and seven healthy participants male and female (age
22-30) volunteered to participate in the preliminary tests.
The three pain patients, had pain complaints to neck, shoulder or back at least one week during the last month (median
20 days (7-20)). At RRD premises the motion capture system and the game environment has been installed (figure 5).
In this environment the patient could test the game, after
being instructed and while being monitored by a therapist.
For the evaluation an iotracker system and TMSI MOBI as
described in section 3.1 were used. A projector displayed
the game content to the patient, while the therapist had her
own control monitor. A treadmill was used for one of the
games.
The protocol for conducting the preliminary evaluation of
the game followed the basic workflow described in section
3.2. After having finished the three mini games the subject
filled in a self composed questionnaire. This questionnaire
consists of three parts: questions (1) specific for the different
elements of the game/system e.g. suit, EMG, treadmill, (2)
about the emotional perception of end users with gaming
and (3) about preference for therapeutic implication(s).
Items were rated on a seven point Likert scale from one
(strongly disagree) to seven (strongly agree) or on a visual
analogue scale (VAS) or on yes/no.

Table 1: Mini games, their medical
Game name
Game description
Temple of Magupta
The player runs through an
ancient temple, collects artifacts and avoids obstacles
Face of Chronos
The patient climbs a mountain by extending the arms
upwards until the next hold
is reached and collects artifacts placed on holds.
Three Wind Gods
The player imitates a series
of head movements executed
by fictive characters.

Usability Results: The overall median duration of the
MoCap calibration was 4:25 minutes. On average three calibrations were performed and 87.5% of all calibrations were
correct. All participants were capable to perform the calibration exercise and qualified this movement as not difficult.
During the evaluation the update frequency of the MoCap system was stable at 50Hz. No major tracking errors
have been detected, the system was running robustly. Visual
inspection of the motion data showed smooth movements
with little jitter and evaluation of the joint angles showed
also little jitter and high relative accuracy (smooth curves
of angles).
The duration of the mini games “Temple of Magupta”,
“Face of Chronos” and “Three Winds Gods” were respectively; 2:30 minutes, 2:30 minutes and 4:05 minutes.
Overall the participants were modest regarding the enjoyment they perceived while interacting with the games. The
overall median level of enjoyment for the three mini games
was between a score of 5.7 and 6.05 on a 10 point VAS scale.
However, it has to be stated at this point, that neither the
graphical models were finished at the time of the evaluation, nor the reward system and levels of difficulty. The
mini game “Temple of Magupta” was rated the most enjoyable mini game by 50% of the participants. It was the most
active and dynamic out of the three mini games. Patients
rated the “Three Wind Gods” to take the most effort and
to be most exertive out of the three mini games. In other
words, this game was labeled to be difficult to play (it has
also a cognitive component) and mostly exertive (they had
to approach their maximum range of motion which can be
painful especially for the patients (score of 7.1 on effort expectancy and 6.3 on perceived exertion). According to the
therapists, this might be explained by the fact that the game
puts much emphasis on the painful movement (i.e. range of
motion). Patients rated the “Three wind gods” to be of lowest therapeutic relevance. One explanation for this is the
fact that one of the “Three wind gods” was hardly visible on
a projection screen, causing subjects to make mistakes more
easily. In addition, patients stated that they had difficulty
with remembering the correct sequence of head movements
resulting in less emotional engagement with the game element. Therefore, for the final game a visual/audio guidance
for the patient has been implemented.
The majority of participants (90%) would recommend this
“serious gaming modality” to be added to their current re-

rationale and the MoCap data used.
Medical rationale
MoCap data
Physical reconditioning, in- Movement rate
crease walking speed
Increase reaching ability, velocity and smoothness of the
motion, relaxation of the
trapezius muscle after reaching
Increase cervical ROM,
and increase velocity and
smoothness
of
cervical
motion

Movement characteristics of
the hand and arm (path,
velocity), muscle activity of
the left and the right trapezius muscles (EMG)
Measures of cervical ROM
and current rotation (flexion/extension,
right/left
bending, left/right rotation), velocity, acceleration

habilitation treatment. One participant stated that a “serious gaming modality” would motivate them to increase their
training intensity. About half of the patients would recommend a “serious gaming modality” to a friend (66.7%) or
to another patient (50%). Most participants believed it is
very valuable to see movement (which they execute) to be
reflected in the game.
Final Evaluation: The final evaluation is planned for
at least 15 patients with chronic pain. In a period of 4
weeks a patient is asked to visit RRD premises up to eight
times. During the first visit the patient will be handed a
questionnaire to determine pain intensity, disabilities and
expectations. Also the physical fitness will be assessed with
a 6 minutes walking test. Then the system will be calibrated
to the patient, the baselines set and the patient introduced
to the game. In the following four weeks the patient will
repeatedly be playing the game in 8 separate sessions. Each
therapy unit will have an approximate overall duration of
45 minutes (15 minutes preparation / 30 minutes gaming).
After the last session the patient is again handed a questionnaire to evaluate pain intensity, disabilities and expectations. In addition usability and user experience will be
assessed. Finally, the physical fitness will be assessed as
done prior to the evaluation.
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CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented our newly developed, flexible,
affordable full body MoCap system. Specific requirements
are derived from the use of such a system in serious games
for motor rehabilitation in general and for patients suffering
from chronic pain in the lower back and neck specifically. We
described, how we have customized our algorithms to meet
these requirements. Furthermore, biosignal acquisition devices provide a valuable input modality for serious games.
Therefore, we have integrated such devices along with our
MoCap system into a game engine. In addition, we have developed a serious game focusing on the motor rehabilitation
of chronic pain patients, which is a new target group of serious games. Finally, we presented a well designed workflow
of serious games in practice, which can be handled easily.
Preliminary tests have been conducted with healthy participants and chronic pain patients to evaluate the usability
of the MoCap system, the workflow and the game. The results of these tests are promising, especially given the fact,
that an early prototype of the game has been used. Fi-

nally, an outlook on the final evaluation and its protocols
was given.
[13]
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